LIST OF "A" ITEMS

Subject: 3415th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

Date: 8 and 9 October 2015

Venue: Luxembourg

Non-legislative activities

1. Putting into effect of the provisions of the Schengen acquis on data protection and provisional putting into effect of parts of the provisions of the Schengen acquis on the Schengen Information System for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
   = Progress report
     12246/15 SCH-EVAL 27 SIRIS 63 SCHENGEN 29 COMIX 426
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.9.2015

   = Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
     11249/15 JAI 603 ASIM 69 CADREFIN 47 ENFOPOL 222 PROCIV 40
     DELACT 98 GAF 29
     10801/15 JAI 552 ASIM 51 CADREFIN 36 ENFOPOL 204 PROCIV 36
     DELACT 93 GAF 24
     + COR 1
     approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 24.9.2015
3. Strategic coordination of the work of the Council preparatory bodies in the area of migration
   12516/15 JAI 699 ASIM 99 RELEX 761 POLGEN 143
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015

4. Draft Council Conclusions on the implementation of the general provisions on data protection
   of Chapter 6 of Council Decision 2008/615/JHA
   = Evaluation of Latvia with regard to automated exchange of vehicle registration data (VRD)
   11842/15 JAI 642 DAPIX 145 CRIMORG 87 ENFOPOL 238
   ENFOCUSTOM 87
   11719/15 JAI 631 DAPIX 143 CRIMORG 86 ENFOPOL 235
   ENFOCUSTOM 85
   + COR 1 (sv)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.9.2015

5. CEPOL Annual Report for the year 2014
   11889/15 ENFOPOL 240
   10829/15 ENFOPOL 205
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.9.2015

6. Council Decision on the dissolution of the Europol pension fund
   11787/15 ENFOPOL 237 FIN 593
   11717/15 ENFOPOL 234 FIN 589
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.9.2015

7. Draft Council Decision authorising respectively the Kingdom of Belgium and the Republic of
   Poland to ratify and the Republic of Austria to accede to the Budapest Convention on the
   Contract for the Carriage of Goods by Inland Waterways (CMNI)
   = Adoption
   12053/15 JUSTCIV 200 TRANS 288
   + ADD 1
   8223/15 JUSTCIV 82 TRANS 141
   + COR 1 (hu)
   + ADD 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 30.9.2015

8. Draft Council implementing decision on subjecting 5-(2-aminopropyl)indole to control
   measures
   12637/15 CORDROGUE 77 SAN 318
   10012/15 CORDROGUE 51
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015
9. Draft Council implementing decision on subjecting 4-iodo-2,5-dimethoxy-N-(2-methoxybenzyl)phenethylamine (251-NBOMe), 3,4-dichloro-N-[[1-(dimethylamino)cyclohexyl]methyl]benzamide (AH-7921), 3,4-methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV) and 2-(3-methoxyphenyl)-2-(ethylamino)cyclohexanone (methoxetamine) to control measures

12634/15 CORDROGUE 75 SAN 316
10011/15 CORDROGUE 50
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015

10. Draft Council implementing decision on subjecting 4-methyl-5-(4-methylphenyl)-4,5-dihydrooxazol-2-amine (4,4'-DMAR) and 1-cyclohexyl-4-(1,2-diphenylethyl)piperazine (MT-45) to control measures

12638/15 CORDROGUE 78 SAN 319
10009/15 CORDROGUE 48
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015

11. Draft Council implementing decision on subjecting 4-methylamphetamine to control measures

12636/15 CORDROGUE 76 SAN 317
10010/15 CORDROGUE 49
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015


12509/15 FIN 654 INST 340 PE-L 57
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015

13. Managing the refugee crisis: immediate budgetary measures under the European Agenda on Migration

= Draft amending budget No 7 to the general budget for 2015
  – Information to national Parliaments
  12507/15 FIN 652 INST 339

= Proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the mobilisation of the Flexibility Instrument
  12508/15 FIN 653

= Proposal for transfer of appropriations No DEC 32/2015 within Section III – Commission – of the general budget for 2015
  12510/15 FIN 655 INST 341 PE-L 58
  approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.10.2015
   =  Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
   12635/15 UD 194 DELACT 129
   + ADD 1
   11507/15 UD 166 DELACT 108
   + ADD 1-3
   + ADD 3 REV 1 (cs)
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 7.10.2015

   –  Decision not to oppose adoption
   12302/15 MAR 107
   11290/15 MAR 81
   + ADD 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 30.9.2015

16. **Commission Regulation (EU) No .../... of XXX amending Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 as regards requirements for flight recorders, underwater locating devices and aircraft tracking systems**
   –  Decision not to oppose adoption
   12305/15 AVIATION 107
   11285/15 AVIATION 80
   + ADD 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 30.9.2015

17. **Commission Regulation (EU) .../... of XXX amending Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 as regards the implementation of essential requirements for environmental protection**
   –  Decision not to oppose adoption
   12312/15 AVIATION 108
   11286/15 AVIATION 81
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 30.9.2015

   –  Decision not to oppose adoption
   12314/15 AVIATION 109
   11289/15 AVIATION 82
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 30.9.2015